
OVERVIEW
X Windows 365 PoC Deployment Planning

and Setup
Define pilot users, define configurations, plan

Cloud PC configuration, and document the

provisioning and deployment process.

X Windows 365 Modern Management
Assessment
Review current client PC management policies,

application deployment standards, and computer

configuration and identify optimal methodology

and documentation processes.

X Windows 365 PoC Modern Management
Deployment
Deploy Windows 365 Cloud PCs up to 10 users,

implement configuration, deploy Microsoft

Defender for Endpoint for Windows 365 Cloud

PCs, and configure deployment updates.

X Windows 365 Knowledge Transfer
Deliver a Windows 365 training session with

up to 10 customer IT staff members and cover

best practices (including deployment and

troubleshooting processes).

Do you have remote employees, a seasonal workforce, or 
secondary PC power-users?

While Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) offers flexibility, both to organizations and 

end-users, it has historically meant additional exposure to potential security 

risks. Windows 365 is built to enhance the organizational flexibility offered by a  

BYOD approach while effectively minimizing the security risks. With the power of 

Microsoft Windows 365, you can improve regulatory compliance and IP protection, 

simplify and accelerate the onboarding and offboarding process for elastic 

workforces, and enable secure Cloud PCs — even on personal devices.
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Your Cloud-first SMB can enhance productivity through flexibility, by enabling your 
team to create secure Cloud PCs as your workforce fluctuates and allowing your team 
to work on the devices they prefer without increasing risk to your environment.
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What you will receive  
from this engagement:

HOW CAN INTERLINK HELP?
Interlink’s team of expert Microsoft-certified  

consultants will demonstrate how a Windows 365  

solution for your Cloud-first environment can enable  

you to scale your usable devices to meet your fluctuating 

workforce needs.
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X Pilot deployment of Windows 365 Cloud PC for no more than 10 users

X Documentation of the Windows 365 Cloud PC setup and deployment process

X Documentation of a Cloud-first Modern Management strategy

X Cloud PC deployment knowledge transfer and training workshop for no more than

10 IT staff

X An estimate for a full migration to physical and virtual PC modern management




